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Backgrouud
A

. /

Tho 1968 Amendmen i. to the F(,(Ltal Vocational-Tef.hnical Education Ael.

mandated the development of state-wide evaluation systems for the admit stra-
,

tier' ,ine operation ot lyderally sOported vocationat education. Parai1tel to

this ma...date the Reseal-di Coordinating Unit director for the Cotmonwe.101 of

Massailmictts was in :Lite process of completing some predesigh e vi/ies for

the cleoeLpmeut of a ..-cational-technical education management Li4malion

systom. v 1969 I1w p!..design of this system had'ulu4ed into. thf. 1 lb Ii ty

§tages and spec!ficati,n:i of the\system were being developed.

At Oils stage it civelopment New York State, which already k1ad a fine

a

centralized' testing program, became interested in the philosoph espoused by

the Massachusetts syst,TA and joined in the funding of a more tens e lewd-

bility te6t, which eventually became the source of the Perfor ance Test Ue-

vellpment Project. The Evaluation Service Center for Occup tional Education

(F.:3(:0E) was funded In july 1971 and was housed in Amherst,/Massachusetts,'to
/

tcstto: ot systems development based upon kc principis of (I)

local ,:ontrol and development of vocational curricula, (2) data-bSeElveduaLk

based upon tailorvd perimance tests, and (3) curriculum descr;ptirr, f.hrough

a

\ , terminal behavior objectives. The following report decps with a'subcomp.ment

/ of the system which was designed to develop perforwance teats as soft-

ware supprt for the ESOE program.

Whats ar .Lvs of Performance Testing

ND
Perfornunce t.2sting is more a new reality as opposed to a .'010.r.pt

46

educational tesang. The concept rows out of the need felt by riL a'
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Salliple actta1 performance= of trainees as opposed to merely mr #iiring.qymptoms
tP,;/ .

. !?,:.:-.
it

bt desired (w inteliclii)d) omp4terw tts. c lirQugh paper and pencil tests and then'
_., . , ..v..-

reitylng :upon, the OVedictiv\te,. powers-h e. i previously establi bed associatiode 71.

, . , ,

paper and. pipiicil eet scores to ..bodle hypothetical or obli r4ed criterion oU ''
/ ... . .

. , ..
, .. ,. .

petency.itii petformante) 'nf th4 test to -infei competency acqu ; cation. .T,hiat ,,
4 -..... OA - ', -

has get* f p part from the inability of stamilar ized achievemahe

tiatit to deal-with.,the unique objectives of a specifi 0 ucatfOnal,progt40Wc,

i%

in pa t from the revortedly low Correlatioqs between m sured skills and'pti*,...

I

thi-j (or in-th*-snoop) performances, and/ in'part f the lack. f realism.:
, I

. .
iffilielve \in the paper and pencil testing situation.

,-,

.

-
..

.i---

Henc the prlormance- test cao,...Wtonceived of! as ,a diiterionrreieieneed
i

tell-; in at (1) it is objective or.criterience to,red7(in one-to-one '1Qrtiitif'

Ilk

Yf

potidence ,w h the extant compOent of a stated o jectLve); (2) it weks to
, .

.
1, 1

,

ascertain subjec't's posses sion of a speLfia/comPetericy rather '-.!-;dri to cam-
d

. . / I W....r.........
.

i

plete a cbm ariOon of the subject's cOmPeten level to a. previoLly measur

norm group; '!and (3) it usually.Oquires a, c chotomotts decision asfto whethdr .1,

- ,, ,

the compete cy\Was Ileen, demonist:rated,. Tt perforqtance -test can be constred- 't
- ..,

,i -:

to be a sp ial case of- the criterion- ferenced test in that there is ,aidef-
,

1,.

I

'.

\

1

. % li

finite ate4pt to establish fidelity etween the sample observation of the per-

formance tlest and the performance 1eing sampled.

the evaluation Of inatruVtional programs in vocational:Ltechnicai edu-.

ation ;the. concept of `performe ce Eesting is especially appropriate for Bev-.
, .

eral .different reasons. Firs performance tests. can be hypothesized to pro-

educe mote rel vant date concerning the instructional program output.

illogiam objectives tend to deal with ;competencies which r,rojt-/-
r

dpncurrent behavior changes across several 'domains qt instruct. 1(ind 1.0,jt, .tives.
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Uencti the accemplisluncet of a vocational 'objective may depend upun

,

-v-

',ailment el a paycluiretor skill, the masterlf or a cognate prOvetoli

vfsome'rundamental facts, and the develoilneitt of a

4ike paper and pencil tests, 'which emphasiZe the mea

cts__01._ the. performance or observations *hich emphasize, procest

.

("

onents, performance tests-miseas the potential to metstsure tGe

,

in tha desired periormanve. Tht_gerfontunce test,

the d

articular 4titude.

e carat/tiro/urement of
. 4

..

=

-behavior ;domains appearing

can therefOre be argued to

and Alett011
i

1;i1xtuie Of

offer valid means' of measuring :intended outcornes.1,

'Second, perforiance tests-produce. pr -educt recOrdS which, ca4 be studieil
.

teachers to diagnos \the place in the instruction where a weakness may.haVe

4

occurred; aiding con

thods.. Since the teat: er can dete

erably th_ir ability to analyzetheir instructional.

missing, iie Can\trace the point in hi

ine What aspects of the competency-4:ml

instruction' where his objectives were

not met. Also, since tile roduct is poncrete it can be kept longitudinally

-tO analyze pupil growth at ifferent*ageeka-a multi-year program..

Third, the nature of th data educed by performanCe testing%ontainl

', the flexibility demanded by tlhe inOmmation needs of apevaluetioksyStem...

The tests are constructed in one. -td -one corresppudei to stated objectives,

thus enabling selecition of test cOtponents from a (111\ta bank situation' in such

a manner as to' tailor the testing to the measurement of a unique Met of jr

gram oblectives. Since the tests are, objective specific, comparisons of. small!
, H

aspects of an instiUciOnal prOgram4re posa4bleo. 'Since the tests are criter-;
, , .Ii w

ion-referenced, skilil'attainment in a part4CUlar area of interest can be as-
s.

11' \
certained; hence output of,instructional pr l' grams can be described relative

.

to percentage of skill development.
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gestraints on Test Development
-

The design of the perfOrmance tests had ..to take into account both the

4

i(tisophical and the opergtional structure of ESCOE. At times buth'of these .

1

s4ucturesiservedv restraining and occasionally frustrating hurdles fur the

jmeodeveloplenttegm. :

\. The philosophieal,bature of ESCOE provided thtl'foliedation or-pc-ibciPlAig,
1 -

\
N

n .

VIlith are believedtt41 eve caused the performance tests to be unique. Since

the objectives wetig erated by each local school, several very. similai 60-'
,,,

,

.
i

ieetives appeared Ow( a single behavior within a subjett.' Dr. David Berliner

noi0-with*the Far West Laboratory for-Educational Research and Development's

,

, , 1

inVentecl a, proCess to state these similar objeitives into a sr.thesized form

.01
i

. .

accompanied by itdm changes prckiding for the unique characteristics of each

Ilective. Thus; if enough objectivesjrom different schools were collected
...

,

4

to represent the curricula, by synthesising those objectives one1 could arrive

tr/

at a statement of all desirable behaviors within one curriculum:

The raw-objectives based updb the curricula of each of the participating

1

.uchOols were:synthesized to identikz!. e major behaviors within a Currieilum

'area. Hence,- if the process worked ideally within a curriculul area a linear

/I.

I. of .behaviors was produced. The degree tolwhich this process failed to

.

,
/

produce such a linear .array of behaviors comprised t trfirst major resttain.

.

. _ .

:11 ,

If a singular listing of behaviors could not'helained. ien singular teat

items could not be writtem.

A second philosophical {principle which develo ed into a restraining,
\\,0-

' for was the 4eagion to test
f

only locaily-maintainedobjectives within .a

' ,.
\

t

specific program. This ptibciple genially inv\olved several implications for
*

.

testing,. First, a student would be tested only on the objectives maintained



by Chi, curriculum he wifi; recei

scribed* in a form indicating o

objeceives so that the loca

for his q curse. This' selec

assumpti

for whic

be indae

items wou

IASI COI rotatikitt

.11

ipg. Therefore, the .test Items had to be de-
.

e to-one corr4espondence with the 'synthesised

eacher could,eeleet,oely those items maintainei..

ion pattern, however 'did increase Ole logical

n that the ests po sessed'high validity in regards the couraee

they were d signed to measure outconies. Second,' each teem had to'

dent iliCs abfli to be administe ed, since lircv4ous 4r adjoining

served aS

Clustered

The

in that
.

Philosop

d not necessarily I:1 administered Wijth nits item ilAe ealince

a restraint'to tes development in that objectives cou..: be.t,

i .

into tasks involiting several test, L s.
rt,

. / a

hird reviaint invelved both phi osoph cal and operation41 dOects
,

forms'of scoring_werg.,,preferied by the two ,cooperating states:

No,

i:.,ally the state *coordinators differed on the lo,atIon of scoring";

C.

Sk

this dis4greement became a restraint to test development ih that the it.(09

developed had to be scorable both in the local school and at a central teas.

center. Three fq'rms of storing meeting this restraint were adopted,

choice of scoring form depending upon the niture of the individual "item.

Two the forms are based upon meeting-the restraint with a single scoring

.

.

process. The third form requires to different processes in order-to meet

'the dual. scdrinerestraint.

$
,- .

,.; .

The scoring approaches requiring only.one proces4 are (1) thec4liper or

i mechanically scored form and (2) the selection of correct res opse firm. In

S

the mechaninally stored apprOachs semetpl measured settings can be placed in

a test scoring kit; the student or teacher recotai by label which of the set-

tihgs fits-the final product. eft key4of correct setting libels uan Olen be
, .

r. 0
relfrred to, producing a diehotomous,score for the product in terms of size

I



/

tolerances. in the selection of cu reet response approa0 'co fPction keys

can be ippiled directly tu.- the *tu etas' responses.. . In asen e!thor a

central office or an individual c Iassroom teacher can tit the keys.

The third scoring form as simple, since twci types of srores are

rAuired tomeet the dual-use r This scoring form is necesiiitatest

b'y the many tasks in the vocational curriculum which/require expert observer

Vidgisnt for .the determination of 'performance qualitY, The two types of

*scoring ineeded for itlies are (1) structured criteria foi_observatia,
,"

and (2) pictorial records (Color-coded to facilitate central scoring). The
'

structured criteria for observation coMmunicate to .the teacher that aspects.
.

/ ,

of*the product to check in order to judge the performaneesuccessful. The.

. .
\.

criteria-would be used in.class. in the pictorial scoring process, camera

m.angles have been described' which would .allow Polaroid pictures to be taken'

as records ofqhffinished product. ColOvetoding thi eri ria checks would

enable observers in a central location to determine he qi ity of the per-
,.

Each of these three approaches provides a Mee s through which diedithle
. f

and 'unbiased scores can bei,pbtained.11 All of the processes can be scored by ,

;

.

individual teachers and used 'within elassroom setting without the aid of a
,

. 41,

centrarscoring station.\\
The fourthirestraint totest,development arises at /

, k
,/

. .

this point, since it is impossible to arrive at an immediately usable set of

" /

norms through the current scoring system and the dichotomous item response

witho4t implementation of a program designed to gather enough data to norm

Two other restraints were present throughout the test developtivent

ect, both operational in nature. First was the quality and quantity of the



'bOtiVioral objectivet0hemselveA. Few if any of the curriculum areas we
t,

/
.. .

. .

I

fully described, and.tihe tests developed are limited to deseribed.curriculUm.

'.
th-t test areas, more it were developed and the. synthesization proCesi'

r
tuts repeated in order o sharpen khe synthesized objectives. in these- cases .

'Attu h curriculum had been left undesctibed and the fill-in procepa aided cOni'.

/ aideprbly in g the' descriptions, However, complete and multiple

sets of items were nod aVailablefrom each schoolttherefori3 the teat
- ,

may be lacking in.con eat validity in capes of consultant-wriften items

i

46e rkpreSentative of pic/w behavidrs, and' m0 hence be difficultto test,
/ , ' \.

.

/ . .

'represent only a mall sdgment of the previously unwritten curriculum.

Tni! second oper t iunIal restraint wail that of time. Although the budget
P

*-

was iraa.,1,/the seri ugly close deadlines in development .work made time. an

even, g:7_..ter restraint. Cr ativity is sometimes espocially evnsiv under

a:1d within the constraints of Administrative cOnflitt: the
.

.

me',ii7acnsions were met in terms of design. Since schools wer,,. .loses dur-

// t

ing. t.L! 'critical month of Mine, illustrations of some iiemg of 'the tests

conic, not he produced; therefore only plans, item descriptimm, mi,erials

descriptiom4 and administration instructions. could be developed.

-A final resttaint.can be obserVedAn the language in which the: 7rpposal

'was written. ltirst, several terms apparently chang,l in moanipg or in tele-

vance to the project once development began. One apparent clang( oc,:urred

in the description of sixteen tests for four areas. One'test tor/eacT level f;

of a curriculum area cannot be developed so. ad to be equally relevant to all

schools. Since the schools maintain different objectives, di4eront 'tutu

must be assigned. t..) each school, even on the.same 10;e1. Once a non: ap-
,

4

propriate process becomes the development of an item bank frm wh; Ii tai!ored
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// .*

1

temtif e hean.deVeloped for each individual program. Second, the :time

ytraintS and the differences in nature of curriculum required ditteren

of tryouts, making the language of the Otoposal seen someelmes inappro

ores of he Test DeVelo = ant Peo act

The deiign of the/ test devalopmenrproject
included not only the goal of

prod*ing test* as Oroductq but also the goal of establishing feasibility.of

broad ,spectrum of vochtionsl-occupationaL
the test development of ort across a

curricula. For this re son four different areas of vocational 4riiicula were

selected fur test devel meni. These tout area differed in'hypOrhet4cal

I ' .

,difficulty of test devel pment. :rhe\ereas chosen wcre.machine shop,Viod-'

#

working :04 carpentry, vl ctronics, and automobile- mechanics. The nutomo
; .

. ' .

mechanic. area was hypothefized to. be the most dif

detsrmied the curriculum,\which therefore differ
\

turers

lcult since'manuracturcaw

,

across compeying monfac*
..

* /
The peformance test \

Were hypothesized to be dufficiently flexible. to

4

. .'

fulfill many purposes of a comprehensive evaluation system,,. 'Becatise of their .

proximity to the desired outcomes, perfOrmancetets were hypOthesiied

serve as (1) student.diagnostie'anaiiiiiiiiiiirta
.

stic

nstfuments for the analysis of instruction, (3) 'criterion lits4riments,-(4).

measures of classroom achievement, and (5) program success indiLators. Each

. of these uses has already been piloted to sor:R7. extent.

The performance teats as deveipped have several applicatior conveniences.

\

.

First; sines the test areare parA\lleled to synthesized objectives computer

. . 1

/

selection of test items or "synor c '7 parison of items can be used as a meth-

odology for tailoring tests to instruction: Second, since the concgptual

\11

frames of the tests can be deacribed, ach test has built-in potential up-
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9

noOl'indicateAality of the performance test.

Hating or exiension by the claigroont teacheT., 4

Problems Encountered

Problems occurred frhm three viewpoints. First wee the, problemOf leek
9o, y--

of known directionoi handicap which often oicurs in the area.of development',

SecOtid wai the problem of lack' of perfection

teed as raw matetials for the,developme t of

-1))

-or completion 6f.thelobjectivie

)

ten- itetas. T dird 4/1s. the ;mob

i* of contending with dual scoring.req ireMents and w

Minds of program emphasis and 'structure.

\a

h several diffeint

.1

workThelirstlioblem has been emphasised recently with the de.elopm.

done on criterion-referenced testing i4om a conceptual. point of view

, /
criteria previously used,to detetmine/the quality

.

can no longer be used for criterion-referenced to

the.

norm-referenced tests.

a. Since the Measuredient)
s.

strategy of the criterionkseferenced test. and. the performance test is.to'de.-;
!

V

tacmine the possession of either a skill or the capability to carry out
/

activity or procesi, the degree to wnich the test ifferentiates between

4
sdbjects.taking the tests does nothing to indicat test quality. Unlike the':

nor-referenced test, in which measurement strat gy is.to,distinguish between /
`

subjeCt, the performance test cannot billypoth silie4 to produce large;dif-

ferences acrOsisaijeCts'nor can any.specic ]level of difficulty be eipectiC:

6

Hence, average levels of difficulty and large'/differences between subjects do

.

.111 4
In

;

performance testing, some'concepts of reliability still appear useful,

while others-appear.to'have lop their relevance. Reliability over time, or
o

f test-retest ieliability, is still meaningful as long as the time between tests-
,

did not include opportunity for the subject to acquire the skill inquestionAr

Since performance tests are designed so that each item does not necessarily

,
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ISM&

a

refer t*0 the same skill or activity, reliability indices dealing with hamow

of .the tett to longer'appeat to be relmiant criteria for test quality.
.

a ,. .

.The degree to which the its of a performance test coves the skills of

. .

an. area and approtate actual required performances operates in a similar.

:relationship to the\performince test as that of a, prediction index.to a Om*
,

referenced pest. 'I degree of s idilarity might be compared to she concept

,.. iii;lidality so o used in the recording indugtry.
. 116.

.. ,
.,

4 '
. . p' -:

The:second problem area involved the quality-or-Me .raw .materials` used. )

....
:/

I %

itsshbuld be'expectedi the synthesis processidoesndt apply evenly -to all,.

areas and ra& not applied with' the same consistency to each set of objectives.

In the machine shop curiiculmkarea, ,between 70 and/80 percent of the tontet*

was) described by the objectives. These oblectivei-possesied adequate depth

across Skill areas'to enable the synthesis'process to produce clear gyhthe

sized objectiVes liestribing unique performances. The creation of iiems
' .,

L
.1.7,,. p

paralleto the synthesized objectives and possessing the independence and

flexibility required by Ille Ohislogophy of the system was a. 'straightforward

',process:

. lathe woodworkigig area,-between 60'and 75 percent of the content was
)

ildescribed,

Unfortunately, the ynthesizersof the raw objectives failed to

produce synthesized objectives which dealt only with single performances.

Instead, the raw'objectives were synthesized by similar orrelated behaviors

,

and the product of this process was a matrix of similar performances/ (rather
.1

than a single performance) with several' form changlo denoting differences in \
. ,

conditions and extents across sthoOls. Since these product s seemed usable,

.

the decision was made to produce almatrix of teat-Atems generated in one-to-

'one correspondence to the performances included in each synthitiaeslobjective.



, .

ThiS decision wag \the source Of ,some time lost due to 'the expand d number '1

test items which had to be written; however, this increase in items was pc--
1

.companiad by a large increase in teat specificity, which'increas4 the dopes

to which the performance, test can be tailored to fit a given instz44cti'otja1

prograM without'any noticeable' loss of efficiency of the item.banking roc's*.
I t

/ ..

Dti to' the variance of material and the limited scope of the objectives
1 , .

de loped for the electronics currJcculum area: a decision was made 'to rewrite

\

yny of the synthesized objeCtives.' For more than one-half of the contract

fr/

,period, :two of the test dev4lopment ream members struggled to find a format

within which the'scope of the electronics curriculum could be described. By
J

lxpanding thesnumber of conditions it was. found that classes of performance

:

could be described by synthesized objectives. 'Melte, throUgh considerab4e

redesign andia small set of of the synthesis P rocess- involving

'Uni uenesi of performances and 'allowanc e of performance form changes, sub,

. _

collect ogi of electionics objectiliee could be'written whibh would 414w

test development along similar conceptual lines as those follOwed in the

developMent,of'the.Machine shop test.' Results of the test develoOment of

icrtagain.produced item tanks, as in the two previous test areas, with the;

. .

items,possessOC siMilar relationships to the synthesi;ed'objectives.

In the area of autom bile mechanic's, lessthal 50 percent of the content

.

was deicribed by the raw/objectivese Many of the subdivisionp of content were

too ,sparse to allow forilthe development of synthesized objectives. In addi-

tion, the synthesis process applied seemed irregular across blocks and units.

-- The level-of abstraction of behaviors described by the raw objectives and the
,

interdependence of the performances raise questions concerning the appropri-

-*

ateness of the synthesis process A% this area. Ceitainly, the limited number

f t



of usable ,synthesized objectives and the necessary revisions of the existing

,

Objettkve made the decision ,to rewrAte the objectives essential. Revision
t

of the currfculeom descriptions Were made in relationship fo the job orients

'.1

tion of the curriculum. That items were written around standard mechanics *

-4
-tasks as descries in automobile mechanics curriculum. In some of these 4

. .

items, synthesized .)bject4ves Are tested in a format which includes .a cliisiter

of,gbe objectives provided by :the gscoE sysiem. In other items, only.larts., ,

f. r
i .

1

.

.':%.'
. .

W.--*

of E8c0E-produced objectives are Included in the new
synthesize,.

drobjectiVei .

. t
.

being testlird. Once a test :item `etas been constructed, the proceis can be re- .,----.--.'
. .

__---

,

/ _____,-------. \ ;,,t,'

versed so that system capability as achieved inthe other three,test-areas. ,-.<
__

'

. , ,

: ------

Can be gained. Because of their time _consuming nature/tasks-in the curricu-..,

u/'

lum such as disassembly or reasseiably of:e_Lmotor or transmission were not in-.

*cluded as complete test items. 'Instead, either sample tasks extracted from

the large. unmanageable task 4r written or piOtorial selection items were

created to test these phases of the curriculuia. V
:.

.
\

,.

The third problem area .encountered was the difficulty invotve4 in the
'

existence of two separate scoring requirements and in-the time limitations

of the test development project. It was not always possible to produce usef1:

in-class scoring of the performance item and,credible, objective centralised

scoring of the performance through application of the same scoring process,

a.

Therefore some items are suspected to produce more useful scores in the class

room than in a central_scOring situation, while the reverse is suspected cf

other items. Only time and study of the tests can,Palter or affirm these sus-

picions. It is.Unfortunate that systematic refinement of the woodworking,

electronics, and automobile mechanics tests is'not planned to occur along

the same lines as those applied to ttie machine shbp test.
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The following report includes develops4nt and field testing procedures,

\ \

w item bank descriptions, recommended analysis'Procedures and uses or Wee. of

fo'ur test areas briefly described-above.
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. Ingri?ductIon 1

1 ,i' ',. . ..
,

Automobile mechanics was sOedted as a test development aT becausOf

,....,,,Oeuniqueneas of Its cvrriculum: Unlike many of the vocational Currie

areas, the automobile mechanics curriculum is actually controlled by thet

,automobile manufacturers through competitive production design and

of ,their products.. For example, iii a given'year the braking system asesimbly
I

design of any two automobiles produced by different manufacturers may' vlialr:
\ 4:

, 1 7 ' . !

significantly. This variance may.invOlve different locations Of indivi#0011, -.

Components, variance in size or_shape of thes components, or differences

due to special manufacturer's features built within the system. The brikel,.

-

.

Similar differences occur Acrowalljparts of the automobile.

may require differentsized brake sboea or different locations of brake ,
:

shoe connection prings; or the difference may be in type of braking Immo*
, ..i-

i I.

used-!-disc brakes, power 'brakes, self-adjusting brakes, or standard brakes.;

; / - . 1,,,'

These differences in manufacturer specifications usuallYOccur.within
-

year and across models. Yet these differences represent only pert ofl:Che ..

problem in automobile mechanics, where autamobileslranging fromfouro .

five years old aa'weltas newer models are commonplace on the road and ih
, h ^

the shop. Ten-year-Old and older mod4s,are used assecond cars, producing'
- NC

not only differences across competitors and across models of various sizes

and costs, but also

Often these are the

differences across generations of the same automobile.

differences which appear most difficult to handle in

curriculum'development. EXamplesic(f generation changes can be seen in such
, .

:

1

recent changes as emission controli And-bumper modifications.

) In addition to the differences built into t 4-raw materials with which

.....

f '
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\

tOtomobilt mechanics must work, there is another unique aSpect -of thec4r0,
c,-,;;-

. .

ricplumlpi task of the mechanic is not to create op produce, .but to .repair,2
I

4

or replace. Hence themechanic must deal with eproduct already possessing

flume and function. Somilhing is ',song with, the product and the mechanic

Must determine what is wrong, decide upon the most appropriaie.corregion

route, and make the necessary repairs or replacements. This set of opera-,

A'

Lions builds into.the curr.igulum such unique problems aa\location of.Mal-

\;# funttioning aut omobiles upon whichlto teach or creation of basic mod

closely simulating,the automobile, to use as instructional models. The.

troub hooting and repair aspegts Of the curriculumMake the conduct of:"

any one task\J\s\multi-akill performance rather than a single skill.perfOr-,

It

fiance. TherefoXe,--mahy of tha objectives become so related that some re-

quire the completionof prerequl 44vi6....0tectives before they can be attemptell.

Test ,Development

/ ,
The curriculum differencee of the automobile mechanics area creat

problems which had to beapovercome in test development. These problems a

times slowed progress and at fries forged the developer to .deviate from

normal procedures in order to overcome hurdles.

AUtomobile mechanigs was selected'as a test development area because

of its anticipated difficulty. Firs attempts at test development follOwed

the same lineeqong which the othetests were formUlated,.beginning with'

an analysis of, the synthesized objectives:. This beginning was not a fruit-
.

ful as ha4 been ,hoped, in that the s thesized objectives were not uniform

abstrigtio levels or in dept ber of replications of a.task-Across

V 0/
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'!, perbaps sots of the lack of progress was due to the anticipated aiffiti

. c ° i
cultyve other fectOr,may heve been the feeling that a desirabletest was

,

already i exist*nce in the field. Logistics was probably atill-anothe
.

.

factor, b ause of the,Osence of.appropriate equipment and procedurep..
.

.
i . . .

, 1

thriough.w ch the teat might be administered: In'Ordetto-minimize the .,. :-. .:

.11

.

-,.

" aiticipated problems, a search Of existing perfottance tlelits was made. .

, . /
.

e

/The search included contact)0(0 the evaluation center at io State Uni-
.

.../ '

/ versity; contact with James Popham's behavioral objectives ba k; review '--,..
/

, ,
. ,

.....,.

and contact pith the work -of Thane!' Baldwin at
,

/ : t,-........

and revieWs_ofireseareh literature, literature
.,.

.

makriald for the automobilemechanics

1.

vO,

4X,

the University OrX1lino$04.

. L: 4' -V ki (;
of =elan eking inst

,./

area, anOiterature Of/ter.i..
.te

tifiCtionuagencies. The review disclosed a very well-constructed multiple

ghoice\te eused at National Automotive Vichnicians Certification Test
'1.

.

by the National AutOmotive,Technicians Association. Some components of

this test !seem appropiiate,fortesting time-eoneuming tasks such as trans

mission assembly.

Three simulation units were found to bekpotentially useful in testing. .

One'such,ynit focusing upon light ng and carburation isl prepared.'and dis-..

cuskixf la er in this report. Two ther units worth mentioning are (1) the

Snap-On iini*tion system simulator, hich will allow for the wiring-in.of

// verious deficienclet to be located and repaired by the studtnt; and (2) the
z'

/_.

f.

Clayton Company/Motor unit, whickis prewired to allow the wiring-in of

engine problems( to be located and repaired bx,the student. Both units al-

.
,

,

1

low for the testing of several diagnbsilc and replacement skills with in-

/

structor control and with a high degree of realism. Costs of both units

V

.1t, ;',

1
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op= excessive however ($488 for the Shap On unit and $6800 for the Clayton

whicn includes dLlealcon engin0. A total set of; test equipment and

the optionaloptional units,as desdiibed,in t e following sections would cost less

thanAhese two units.

Following the search for existing\tests and after .attempting to begin

With the objectives, a move was made to4rdlitandard. mechanics tasks as a
. .

..beginning point,:

t

or test development. Utking one standard task as a test

item, a unit of equipment cold be constrtedkupon whh thv'task could:be

cOMpleted.. .Thischange of structure eased\the,concerns of the test devell

opment team regarding lack of equipment on iehich"to test, and served as an

Organizational device which prevented the.problem of relatedobjectives

from interfering with the description of tesi-like events.
1

\ , '',

Once a seFies.of test-like events had been- described, testing equipment

could be designed upon which the events could\be'made to occur. In discus-

\I

sing each of these events, grading procedures sing colorcoding for parts

replacement and Polaroid pictures as event records were'developed for a

. ,r.

large percentage;of the synthesized objectives.\ The synthesized objectives

were then compared ,to the test eiVnis,\. and a surprising one-to-one relation-
.

ship was found to be possible, allowing- the test events tO be used within

the ESCOE system.

Only a few of the synthesized objectives could not be testing through

this format. The untested objectives fell into he area of assembly or-

disassembly of motors or transmissions (because/of the time required and

the equipment needed), the area of parts replacement where partsiemoval .

results in the destruction of an expensive automobile component (such as-,

the replacement of a muffler), and the area of parts repair requiring mal-
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functions which cannot be built into parts without affecting the entire

vehicle.

/
Unit Materials

Parallel to the;basic WSCOE
.... ;

. - developed-by-1,hdiVidual area t ahers will:h more instructional 4alidity -,.

',.:
\,,

s
.

. -----.41 . .

the test developer' feel that a similar philos y should:bperate. in auto7
/ ..

( 1

. mobile mechanics. -In-orderto PreserVe this ins

4

ildeopily that the behavioral objectives

'

ructional validity, it'is

A 8 4

recommended that the students be tested in the sho in which they were

taught-, uporkihe same equipmeOt on which they pere,t ught,lend on models
, . . 10 .

.

Very similarAto those, used in theirdnetructi* The 4evelopers agree that
I

transfer is.h4ed ter, but care must-bOtaken'that.the test events siescribed.

*are:fair to each program.
, .

Therefore", along these philoeophical lines and along s operational

lines not yet discussed, it is reddMended that filch ichool b ild its own
k

)(

itet of tese.equipment and roptional testing units, as-described.

mendation is based'upon Concern for operational hazards and upom cost con7

sidetations. If either studentli'-or test equipment had to be move ( to a

J11)

This recdm-

testing site other than.their own ehop, the system would be requir d to

tolerate a large variance in testing ,times or test center deviation from

-JastructionSal settings. Costs of moJing either students or equipme t would
... /

.

/ 'be a continuing_e4ense,and would

/
/

Additional advantages can be

eventually become prohibitive.

gained from the construction of such snits

in that they con be used for instruction. Testing can be scheduled over

local shop '4,ich that it would not become r active. Manufacturers' equipm

eche'
.

most appropriate to the instructional goals can be used by the LEA, preve

nt

t-

,t
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ing an additional tesIting bias.

Both the chassis unit and the brake unit would costleSs than $1,000.00.

TwO additional chassis units with increased options could raise equipment

cost to $3,000.

Test units described in later pages represent the basic units upon
A

which the test events have been prepalreW
1"

The brake unit has standard

'shoes and a double CYlinder. OptiOnal units could be designed in a similar.

manner and might include: disc brakes, self-adjusting brakes, power brakes,

and other options based upon different types of braking systems. Chassis

bptiohs 'include an.eight instead of six-cylinder engine, automatic transmision
,

I

instead of standard, a four-barrel Carburetor rather than standard, and

similar alternatives. .

The primary test chassis is described in the foiitwing pages.

I

v



Bqseyehile

, 194-68 CheVrClet, 283 C.I. engine, standard transmission.

The general popularity of this vehicle.mailes it a reasonable candidate---v
v

.

to be nsed as'a test vehicle, both from the standpoint of'its aducallonal

qualities and by virtue of its availability. However, there is no implica-

tion intended that this selection be imperative.

Body

It la! suggested that the major portion of the body be removed to pro-7

vide unhindered access to the various mechanical assemblies on'which toeing:.

may be. performed. Essentially, only the curling portion, will:Iemain.
q".\

4-,

Chassis \
14

, -
Some components of the chassis could be modified by installi

blies from other manufactura brands of vehicles, thus adding to its

versatility.

Conversion Plans - Body

1. Remove all (doors and hinges, seats, carpeis, winIshield,

front fenders,"and rill Radiator shell should remain inplace (save

.headlemps).

k47
-* "4 2. Remove fuel tank and save for later replacement.

._

3. Pull rear lamp wiring harness through body from rear towards front
6

and protect at cowling area for reinstallation.

4. Remove body mount bolts except those supporting cowling and radia-

tor shell.



5. .Cut roof supporta at windshield opening level with' ash.

6. Cut floor at toiimboard joint area across full width of body.

7. Lift loose body unit from vehicle,

o

Conversion Plans -'Chassis

le Clean complete unit by appropriate means to remove oil and vies

2. Remove rust and scales from complete unit (scraper, wire bruihi

sandpaper, sand blast, etc.)

3. Convert one rear brake to Plymouth:

a. Modify backing plate by redrilling Mounting'holes as needed.

b. Modifications to diuM include relocating lug bolt holes to

fit existing lugs in axle flange and cutting away4tortion of outer wall of

drui to permit view of internal parts.

4. Fabricate metal-braces for supporting fuel tank.

5. Fabricate braces to support radiator shell.

6. Mount headlamps onto existing radiator shell and bracing.

7. Heat from welding torch can be applied to front coil springs to

lower the vehicle,

8. Paint entire chassis in various colors so that color - coding' may

be,effected.

9., Fabricate bracing for installation of taillamps.

Install wiring harnes to connect headlamps and taillamps.

11. Fabricate bracing fo stallation of seats.
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OPTIONAL UNITS

N Several optional test. units can be used_ to expand the capability

the basic units withOut the construction Of optioryal cgassis unit4. ThO

optional subtest units are the following: (1) thy lighting hoard, whichA_

contains typical circuitry; ,(2) the carburetor wit, which allows for

wired-'in carburation problems; and (3) optio al motors mounted on

blocks.

i
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BRAKE UNIT

,

01.

The brake mockup unit availablecommercially provides a practical

facility for learning as wellies for testing various functions of this

--__:...enhject area. A gimilar unit can be easily constructed from used_compo-q.'

heats (removed from vehicles which heve been tfken but of service) plots .a

6

few.pieCes.of scrap iron.

The following construction directions are based on the popular Ben4ix

',self-adjusting brake design:
A

1. From a piece of 5" or 6" channel iron, fabricate 4 mount for the

dual master cylinder anti pedal assembly.

.. r

, , . 4 ,'

2. Next to this ass ttly on a board 2" x 10" x 2', fabricate a sup-
,.

.,:.

1
....

.. .

.

port to hold the. front spindle; backing
4
plate, and drum assembly.

.

.:1 _._,

3. Care shcloid be takpn to allow acaiilto the adjusting-hole.if

provided in backing plate. .

, ,

_-

4. Connect hydraulic lines. One line should be plugged, or attached

* ,
4 'I

to another type of brake unit on tockup unit- -such as a disc brake. :., .

I
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. Test Item Bank

a

Each of the test events for the automobile mechanics curriculum area is
".:fteass.: - -

written in one-to-one coriesponecuce with the syntbeetted objectives (dieept

."

for those objectives which currently do not fit the testing design). These

test events are described, in the following format: '(l) TEST tTEM--the ,task

to be done; (2) UNIT SECTION--piece of testcquipment on which the itdm

to be adminiitered; (3) ACTUAL TASK--describes interactions whi2h are to .

occur between tester and testee;.(4) TIME--estimate of time required to

. cuLplete the teit-:taik; (5) SCORING--detailed criter4a to..b e observed by

the classroom teacher; (6) RECORD--description of camera angles from which

;

the completed task should be photograp\ed for central scoring; and (7)

. ---RECOkD SCORING--criteria instructions' for the cent41,sCorer.

The automobilechanics test item bank is presented in the following

pages.

4

61

I.

i:

__



BLOCK-01 Power Train

.UNIT 01 Engine

TEST ITEM!

SECTION:SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

-12-

compression, wet and dry.

.Engine on chRssts /stand.

Both dry and wet cylinder teats must be performed,

readings rec rded/i

C

J hbur.

Instructor insp
1) To see that
2) To see that

dry test..
3) To see that
4) To see that

wet test.

acts
all: safety precautions are observed.
readings are'recorded correctly for

wet,test is performed correctly
readings, are reeorded.correctly for.

View of recorded test readings.

RECORD SCORING: Recorded readings indicate 'coinpression.tests, both

a

wet' and dry.
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BIACK 01 Power Train
UNIT 01 Engine

1EST. ITEM: Replace moor mounts.

A
.

4

'UNIT SECTION: Engine on chassis.
,-- i

, Color-codid part must 'be installed to replaCe opposite
color-coded part;

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME: 2 hours.

SCORING: :.Instructor inspects
<1) To see that all safety precituttOnik are observed. \

2) To see that correct jacking procedfiregare: used.
3) To see that all bolts are installed cortectly And

, tightly.

.

,

. ,

,
i ,

_ ... ....

RECORD: 1) View of left mount. 1 ,

s,

2) Vtew of right mount. , t

,RECORD SCORING: Correct color-coded part has been st Iled. All bolts
are installed correctly.

I ,;
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BLOCK.01 Power Train

UNIT 04 Clutch

TEST ITEM:

-14-

Remove ,and replace clutch assembly.

U T SECTION: Engine on chassis.,

I

CTUAL TASK: Color-coded partmust be installeki to replace opposite

.eoldr-coded part. ,
/

)IME: 2-3 houl/s.
,

,SCORINGI. Instruckor inspects
,

1). TR.Isee that all safety precautions are obseirvea:

2) Tcksee that correct jacking procedures are used.

3) Assembly bolts and-mounting bolts for correct
installation and tightness.

4)' ClutchAdjuslments for!eorrect free travel.

5) To see that transmission shifts correepy when

clutch is depreese&With engine running.

,..,.

*poRly.;:,.. 1)4 Top view showing installation of transmission. ,

,

2) Bottom view showing installation of clutch.

.
I i

RECORD,SCORING:= Correct colOr-codad part has been installed. Cort4ct

installation of transmission.

.

Y.
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BLOCK 01 Power Train
UNIT 06 Drive Line

TEST ITEM: Replace universal joint.
A

UNIT SECTION: Chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Color- ed part must be installed to replace opposite
or-coded part.

TIME:- 1-2 hours. ,

\\

...------

,--
specInstructorintSCOkING:

1) To see that al safety precautions are observed.
2), To see that neW arts are installed correctly.

RECORD: Top,view di univeisil ACtint.

RECORD SORING: Correct color-coded paret\has been installed.
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BLOCK 01 Power Train

UNIT 07 -.Cooling

TEST ITEM:
1

Pressure teat cooling system.

UNIT SECTION:- Engine on chasnis/stand.

ACTUAL TASK: 1 Using pressure testing equipment, pressure test musk

performed on cooling system.

TIME: 1/2 hour.

SCORING: Instructor Inspects
1) To see that testing equipment is correctly used. \
2) For correct reading of meter or testing.equipment.

RECORD: View of tester installed on cooling system.

RECORD SCORING: Correct installation of tester Scoring by instructor

must be accepted.

Oit



BLOCK 01' Power Train
_UNIT 07 Cooling

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:.

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCOIONG:

-17-

Replace radiator hoses.

Engine on chassis/stand.

Color-codedparts must be installed to replace opposite'
color-coded parts.

1 hour.

Instructor
1) Inspects to see

and that clamps
In&rects to see
the correct love
Inspects to see

that hosisNareinstalled correctly
are tightenedLproperly.

2) that cooling eystem it refilled to

3) 'that there arena leaks upon .

completion.
4) Operates engine until normal temperature is reached

and inspects for proper circulation an:. absence of
leaks.)

-RECORD: Top view Showing both upper and lower hoses.

RECORD SCORING: Correct color-coded parts have been installed.
-
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BLOCK .01 I"ower , Train

UNIT 07. Cooling'

TEST IT(:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:.

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

Replace core plugs.

Engine on,\chessis/standk

Color-coded
celor-coded ,p

arts must
te.

installedito replace opposite,

.1/2 hors a erage, depending on engine.

Instruct°
Inspects all core plugs for correct installation.
Inspects to see that all safety precautions- are

observed.
Inspects to see that system has no leaks.

Operates engine until.-normal temperature is reached

to see that there are no leaks.

N
/.,\

RECORD SC11,\ING:

.

1) View of left side of engine showing all plugs.

2) View of right side of engine showing all plugs.

Correct colot-coded parts-have been installed.,
I.
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BLOCK 01 Power Train
UNIT 07 Cooling

siT ITEM: Replace water pump.

UNIT SECTION: Engine on chassis/stand.

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposite"
color-coded part.

TIME: 1-2 hours.

,SCORING: Instructor
1) Inspects all, bolts for correct tightness:
2) Inspects ptimp for correct installation.
3) Inspects Hose connection for :correct installation;

and tightness.
4) Inspects cooling lystem level.
5) Operates engine until normal. temperature id reached

and inspects for any leaks,which may develop.

RECORD: Top view showing pump and, hoses.

RECORD SCORING: Correct color-coded part has been installed.



LOCK 01 Power Train
IT 07 Cooling

TES ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

°

*ORINC:

4

RECORD:

-20-

Replace therucetat.

Engine on chassis/stand. '

/

Color-coded part must be! installed to replace opposite

color-coded, part.

112 - 1 hour.

Instructor
1) Inspects t- see that old gasketAnaterial is removed \

0, 4

completely.
. A

2) Inspects to see/that thermostat As installed

correctly:

3) Inspects thermostat housing bolts for correct
installation and tightness.

4) Inspects hose/ connections for correct tightness.

5) Inspects to see that correct cooling system water

level is maintained.

6) Operates engine to see that Aormal engine temperature

is maintained.

'1) View with thermostat housing removed showing instal-

lation of thermostat. -

2) View of completely assembled cooling system showing

thermostat housing and hose connections.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded part has been correctly installed.

7
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BLOCK 01 Power Train
'UNIT 07 Cooling_

TEST ITIN:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:.

TIME:

S?ORING:

RECORD: 1

RECORD SCORING:

4

4
4,1

Remove and replace fah belt.

Eilgine on chassis/stand.

Color-coded part must be installed to
color-coded part.

1/2 hou,4

Inst..iiictor inspects

1) /*Its for correct tightness.
2) ,$ .t for correct tightness.

View,from top showing installation of

replace opposite

fan belt.
1

Color-coded part has been correctly installed.
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BLOCK 02 Fuel and Exhaust
UNIT 02 Fuel Delivery

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

Replace fuel pump.

Engine on chassis/stand.

Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposite
color-coded part.

1 hour.

Instructor inspects
is

1) To see that all safety precautions are observed. ;
2) TO see that'new pump is 'installed correctly and

thatall fittings are tightened4,properly.
3) For any, fuel leaks.

4) To see that engine'runs properly,,,

';RECORD: View of new pdmp showing all bolts and connections.
-

*CORD SCORING: Color-coded part gas been correctly installed.
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BLOCK 02 Fuel and Exhaust
UNIT 02 Fuel Delivery

TEST ITEM

-23-

-
Remove and replace fuel rater.

UNIT SECTION: Engine op chassis/standi
,

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded part must be installed to replace.opposite
color-coded part.

TIME: 1/2 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) To see that all safety precautions are obsetved.
2) To see that filter is installed properly..
3) To see that there are no fuel leaks.

RECORD: View'of filter showing all connections.

''RECORD SCORING:. Color-Coded part has been correctly installd.'
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BLOCK\02 Fuel and Exhaust
UNIT 92 Fuel DeliVery

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

RECORD

-24-

Remove, test, -and replace air cleaner.

Engine:on chassis/stand.

'Color -coded part must
color7coded part.

1/2 hour.

Instruttor idepects
1) To, see that correct test fimade.using light bulb.
2) To see that new filter LB installed ..correctly.

I

#

be installed to replacTopposite

el, L

.Top view of new filter (air cleaner cover removed).

SCORING:' Color-coded part has been correctly installed.

^



BUCK 0 Fuel and Exhaust'
UNIT 02 Fuel Delivery

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

1SCORING:

RECORD:

?5

Replace intake manifold gaskets.

Engine on chassis /stand.

New gaskets must be installed.

1-2 hours.

Instructpr
1) Inspects to see-that all safety precautions are

observed.
2) Inspects
3) Inspects

4) ruspects
5) Operates

TTO.view of e
'copnections.

foricortectAnstallation of manifold.
for correct torqs4ng of bolts.
for any water or vacuum leaks.

_,
engine for smooth running performahte.

ngine'showing manifold, all Oita an

RECORD SCORING: parts have been installed and verified-
structor.

,s

e

A

**7
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BLOCK 03 Electrical
UNIT 01, Ignition

TEST ITEM: Remove, gap, and replace spark plus.

UNIT SECTION: Engine on chassis /stand.

ACTUAL TASK: C93rof----coded pang must be installed to replace opposite

___-----Eolor-coded parts.

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

Dependent upon engine type (1965-70 Chevrolet V-8: 1-2

hours).

Instruct?r inspects
1) Plug gaps.
2) .Tightness of installed plugs.

3) Cortifct location of wires.

4) To see that engine operates smoothly.

1) View of plugs showing position of wires.

2) View of os- illoscope screen.

RECORD SCORING: Col9r-coded parts have been4correctly
Oi011osdope screen shows,normal spike lines.



4,

LOCK 03 Electrical
UNIT 01 Ignition

TEST ITEM:

4

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

727-

IReplace "open lig spark plug wire.
I .

Engine on_abass s/stand. .

Using osctllos0 e, defective part .must be loct ed,
removed, atd replknd with new color-coded part.

1 .

1 hour. , 1 1

\

Instructor
\

.
.

1) Performs Ospection for correct connection .of
\oscillOsc*.

2) Performs inspection for correct installation
of replace `spark plug wire.

;
3) Observes o cilloscdpe screen for normal firing .

lines. .

4)' Inspects tb see that engine runs smoothly.

RECORD: 1) Tor view showing all spark plug wires.
View of oscilloscope screen.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded,part has been correctly installed.
Oeiilloscope screen shows normal firing lines.

e



\.4

BLOCK 03 Electrical .

UNIT 01 Ignit1on,

-28-

TEST ITEM: Romove and replace distributor points 4rci

UNIT SECTION; Eng\ne on chassis/stand.

ACTVAL-TAS

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

I.CuitD SCORING:

s.

Color codedpart must be
color- oded part.

1 hour. \\,

\

Instructor performs
1).. Inspec ion of distributor fot correct location

of part
2) Observat on of dwell)geter

1) View of °Oen distributor

2) -Vies' of di'Slributor ing d

3).) View of dwe I meter fading.

Color-coded. part ''/Ias been correct

meter reading is 4orrect.

installed to rplace opposite

for

I

correct reading.

istributor

installed. Dwell



a
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BLOCK 02 Elec rical
UNIT 01 Iv) tion

TEST ITEM,' Replace distributor cap.

UNIT SE' ION: Engine on chassis/stand.

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded part must be installed 'o replace opposite
color-coded part.

t

1 hour.

Instructor performs
1) Inspection of all wires for correct\connections

into cap.
2) Observation of engine for smooth runing performance.

\Top view showing all wire connections.

RECORD SCORING: \.lor-coded part has been correctly install d.



K 03 Electrical
1 Ignition

L...

r-

ikST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

-30-

Test and replace ignition coil.

Engine on chassis/stand.
. ,

Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposite
color-Coded part,.

1 hour.

Instructor
1) Inspect, to see that correct tester connections

are completed.

2) Observes coil tester for correct reading.

3) Inspects to see that new coil is installed
properly.

4) Operates engine for correct running performance.

1) View of cOntesterighowing readings.
2) View of coil connection.

RECORD SCORING: Color - coded part has been correctly installed.
Contester readings are correct.



BLOCK 03 Elhgtrical
UNIT 04 Chaiging

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

1 ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

-31-

Th4 output of generator.

Engide,on chassis/stand.

Proper 'test procedure must be followed and correct
reading4\must be recorded.

1 hour.

Instructor sOspects
1) A1i meter connections for
2) Test'proOedure for pioper
3) Meter reading for proper

:1

corr t location.
sequ nce.

recording.

View of meter ihowing elk connections and readings..

All meter reldings properly recorded.



BLOCK 03 Electrical

UNIT 04 Charging

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK

SCORING:

-32-

Remove and repl ce generator.

Engine on chases /stand.

Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposite

color-coded part.

1/2 hour.

Instructor inspects

1) To see that all safety precautions are observed.

2) To see that all wires are connected properly.

3) All mounting and adjusting bolts, for correct

installation.
4) Fan belt tightness.

5) To see that charging System operates properly

with engine running.

RECORD; 1) View of generator.

2) View of deflected fan belt.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded part has beep correctly installed. Fan

belt shows correct tensiOrt;



\

BLOCK 03 Electrical
UNIT' 04' Charging

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

-33-

Turn commutator on lathe;-.

Individual armature.

..

Red score on .commutator must be' removed, but blue
marking in groove which shows maximum depth must,
remain.

1 hour.

Instructor inspects
1), To see that armature is installed in lathe,

correctly.
2) To. see that red groove is,removed and commutator

is left with a smooth finish;
3) To see that blue maximum depth groove is still

visible.

4) To see that commutator is undercut correctly.

RECORD:' 1) View of armature mounted in lathe.
2) View of commutator at completion of undercutting.

RECORD SCORINO:. Only blue proove remains visible on commutator.
Commutator has smooth finish.

1;



4

1,

BLOCK 03 Elect cal

'UNIT 05, Starti

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

\TIME:

SkING:

RECORD:

-34-

Replace starter drive--on

Eng ne on chassis/stand.

Col r-coded part must be
color-coded part.

gine.

Ss

instlled to replace opposite \.

Dependent upon engine type (1965-70 Chevrolet: 1;

hours).

Instructor inspects .

Armature for correct location of drive parts.
Assembled starter for correct assembly.
Performance of starter during bench test.
Starter mounted on engine to see that mounting
is correct and all wires are. connected properly.

To see that engine starts properly.

View of armature showing. all drive parts.

View of assembled starter.
View of starter mounted on. engine.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded pait has been correctly installed. All

housings bolted correctly on assembled starter; all

bolts and wires located correctly on starter mounted

on engine.



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
UNIT 01 Front Suipension

EST ITEM: ,

UNIT SECTION:

Replace front end stabilizer links.

Test chassis.

3

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposice.
color-coded part.

TIME: 1 fiOur.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) To see that safe jacking procedures are u!,ed.
2) To. see that all parts are installed correctly.

RECORD: Fr ntyiew showing all parts of stabilizer links.

RECORD SCORING: Co or-coded part has been correctly Installed.

c



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 01 Front Suspension

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

-36-

Replace lower ball joints.

Test chassis.

Color-coded parts must be installed to replace opposite'

color-coded parts.

TIME: 2-3 hours.

SCORING: Instructor
1) Inspects to see that safe jacking'procedures are

used.

2) Inspects to see that all parts are installed

correctly and that bolts are tightened properly.

3) Road tests vehicle for proper operation.

RECORD: Front view showing installation of new parts.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded parts have been correctly installed.

Road test indicates proper operation of vehicle.
i

j
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.,-

BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
'UNIT 01. front' Suspension

TEST ITEM: Replace tie rod ends.

UNIT SECTION: Test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded parts must be installed ty replace opposite
color-coded parts.

TIME: 1-2 hours.

SCORING:

RECORD:

RECORD SCORINt:

Instructor inspects i'dyt\

I) To see that safe jacking procedures are used.
2) , To see that all parts are correctly installed.
3) To see that correct toe-in adjustment has been

perform?...

View of tie roai.

Color-coded parts have been correctly installed



'BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 01 Front Suspension'

TEST IWEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:
e

-38-

6

. .

Repack front wheel beatilhgs.-

-

S.

Test chassis/brake mockup. ,

Wheel. 'bearings must be removed, cleaned, and repacked.

with:nw lubricant.

1 hour.
r

11

Instructor4nspects
1), TNsee that 11 parts are thq1oughly cleaned..

A, To see that tarts are repacked with lubricant

* properly. 4.
3) To st44that' ts are 'properly Installed.

4) For proper adjustment procedures.
,-

. .

1) View pf parts removed from drum.

.2) View,of cleaned parts.

3).,View of pargi.repla6d into drum.

4) View of adjusting nuts and cotterpin

RECORD SCORING:4.Parts removed have been cleaned and replaced.
Adjustments are correct; instructpr verification.

1



0

S.

oPLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

,
UNIT 01 Front usperston

-39-

1.

TEST ITEM: - Adjust front wheel bearings.

UNIT SECTION:
--

ACTUAL TASK:

Brake mockup/test chassis.

Adjustir nut mightye tightened to proper indicator
mark.

TIME: 1/1 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) For correct location of adjusting nut.
2) For correct installatipn of cotterpin.

RECORD: View of adjusting nut and cotterpin.

'I

RECORD SCO1ING1'.Red line on adjusting nut is verticalr,yellow line
is horizontal. Cotterpin installed and cut properly.



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 02 Rear Suspension

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACIUAL TASK:

TIME

SCORING:

,RECORD: ,

Replace front shock absorber's.

Test chassis,'

folor-codedjpats must be installed to replace opposite

''color -coded parts.

1-2 hours.

Instructor
1) Inspects to see that proper jacking procedures are

used.

2) Inspeots to see that all new parts are correctly

installed.
3) Road tests vehicle for .proper operation.

1) View through coil springs showing new parts.

2) Top view showing upper bushings and retaining

nuts and washers.

3) Bottom view showing lower bushings and retaining

nuts and washers.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded parts have been correctly installed.

I
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BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
,UNIT 02 Rear Suspenslion

TEST ITEM: \ Replace rear spring shackles.

4 UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

Test chassis.

Color-coded parts must be installed to replace oppodite
color-coded parts.

TIME: 1-2 hours.

SCORING: Instructor
1) :Inspects to see that correct jacking procedures are

used:
2) Inspects to see that new parts are correctly

installed.
3) Road tests vehicle fOr proper operation.

RECORD: View of shackles showing installation of new parts.

RECORD SCORING: Color -coded parts have been correctly installed. )

4



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
UNIT 04 Steering (Standard)

TEST ITEM:

LNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:
4

RECORD:

RECORD SCORING:

-42-s

Replace steering gear.

Test chassis. i

Color-coded part must be
color-coded part.

3 hours.

Instructor
1) Inspects to
2) 'Inspects to

correctly.
3) Inspects to

correct ly.

4) goad tests

installed to replace opposite.

see that safe procedures are tised:'

see that Pitman arm pUller is'used

see that new steering gear/is installed

vehicle for correct operation.

1) Top view showing steering gear installation.

2) Bottom view showing Pitman arm and linkagp.

Color-coded part has been correctly installed.



BLOCK OA. Chassis and Body
UNIT' 0 .Lubrication

TEST ITEM:,

UNIT SECTION:

UAL TASK:

/TIME:

SCORING: ,)

RECORD.:

/

9

Lubrica0 chassis.

Test chassis.

Ail lubrication points must be lubricated.

1/2 hour.

Instructor inspects
1) To see\that all fittings are properly 1
2) For proper use and care of lubrication

Insttuctor verifies proper lubrication proc
completion.

RECO1RD SCORING: Instructor verification.

4

ubricated.
equipment.

edures and



BLOCK 94. Chassis and Body

\ UNIT. 07 lubrication

-44-

TEST ITEM: Raise car on lift.

UNIT SECTION: Test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Test chassis must be properly raised on lift.

TIME: 1/2 hour:

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) To see that vehicle is located properly over

lift.

2) To see that safety precautions are observed in

RECORD:

use of lift'.

3) To see that vehicle is lifted completely and

safely.

1) Front view under-vehicle showing contact of

lift to vehicle.
-2) Rear view under vehicle showing Contact of

lift to vehicle.

RECORD SCORING: Proper contact to lift to vehicle; vehicle has been

lifted properly.
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BLOCK 04 Chassis and; Body
UNIT 07 Lubrication

TEST ITEM: Replace oil filter.

UNIT SECTION: Test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Color-coded part musrlm installed to replace opposite
color-coded part.

--- TIME: 1/2 hour.

SCORING:

RECORD:

Instructor
1) Inspects to se g that special tools are properly

2) Inspects to:see-that gatiiket surfdtes are cleaned
properly.

3) Inspects to see at, new fiteir-ft: installed and
tightened properly.

4) Operates vehicle to est for correct oil pressure
and to inspect for le ks.

5Y Inspects to see that p oper oil.level is maintained.

Top view showing tnstallatio hew oil filter.

REC9RD SCORING: Color-coded part has been cor ctly installed.

../

o
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BLOCK 04' &assfi-anci-Body

--:-., UNIT 09 ,Tires

TEST ITEM: Repair inner tube.

UNIT SaTION: Test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Tire must\be removed, repaired, ,,pd replaced.

TtME: . .1 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects

1) To see that proper vehicle jacking is' used.

2) To see that tire is removed properly from wheel.

3) To verify puncture in inner tube.

4) To see that new patch is applied correctly.

5). To see that new patch does not leak air pressure.

6) To see that tire and tube are assembled onto

wheel-Properly and that correct air pressure

is maintained.
7) To see that tire is replaced onto wheel and

tightened properly.

RECORD: 1) View of puncture wound on inner tube.

2) View of patch itiatalled over puncture on inner

tube.

3) View of fully inflated tire replaced on test

chassis.

RECORD SCORING: New patch has been correctly-installed on inner tube,

wheel replaced\\on test chassis. Instructor verification.

A



II
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\
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\ ,
BLOCK 04\ Chassis and Body
UNIT 09 "Tires

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

-47-

Replace tire valve assembly.

Wheel frap test chassis.
4-

Color-coded 'part must' be installed to replace opposite;
color-coded part.

TIME: 1/2 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) To see that tire is separated from wheel propel-1:W'
2) To see that old part is'remOved properly. 1

3) To see that new part is installed properly.
4) To see that tire is inflated properly.

RECORD: Top view of wheel showing installation of neuZpart.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded part hos been correctly' installed.
4
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BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 09 Tires

TEST ITEM: , Rotate four wheeli.

UNIT SECTION: Test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK: Number-coded parts must be exchanged for opposite

number-coded parts.

TIME: 1 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects,

1) To see that proper jacking procedures are used.

2) To see that number -coded parts are replaced in

location by opposite number-coded parts.

3) To see that parts are installed and tightened'

properly.

RECORD: 1) View of left side of chassis.

2) View of right side of chassis.

RECORD SCORING: Number-coded parts have been installed in correct

location.



\ -49-

BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
UNIT 09 -Tires

TEST ITEM: Balance wheels, off of test chassis.

e UNIT SECTION: 'Wheels from test chassis.

ACTUAL TASK. Balance weights must be installed in proper loca tion.

TIME: 1/2 hour.

SCORING: Instructor inspects to see that proper weights;ftre
installed in proper, location. \)

RECORD: Top view of wheel showing installation of weights.

RECORD SCORING: Weights have been correetly,installed.



r

BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 11 Wheel Bearings (Aar).

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

AdTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORING:

-50-

Replace rear axle bearings.

Test chasdis.

Color-codid part must be installed to replace opposite

color-coded part.

1-2 hou rs.

Instructor
1) Inspects to see that proper jacking procedures are.

2) Inspects to see that prdPer_remoyal,of axle-is

performed.

3) Inspects to see that removed aide is installed in

hydraulic press properly and eh'atpressing is done

correctly.
4) :Inspects to see that neW,ilearing iepr essed onto

axle correctly. .

.5) inspects to see that axle id replaced correctly.

0 Road tests vehicle for proper operation.

RECORD;, View-of removed axle showing installation of new parts.

RECORLI SCORING: Color -coded 'parts have been correctly installed.

Instructor verification.

,

.10



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
UNIT 14 Brakes

TEST'ITEM4. Replace hydraulic, brake tubing.

UNIT SECI19N: Test chassis:

ACTUAL TASK1"--, colored part must be installed to replace upnosite
color-coded part.

/IM: 1 hour.

SCORING:

RECORD:

o

Instructor .

1) Inspects: to see that,new line is 'flared correctly-/

2) Inspects to See that new part is installed and
tightened properly.

3) Tests fdr leaks.

1) View hoWing removed brake -tubing with new fiar;.

2), View of replaced tubing on chassis.

RECORD SCORING: Colorl-coded 'paft has been correct lv installed.
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BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body-

UNIT 13 Brakes (Disc)

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:
c

ACTUAL TASK:

tr,
'4

Replace pads on front disc brakes.

Test chassis (optional).

Co or-toded parts must be installed to replace opposite

c lor-coded parts.

TIME: hour.

,,

SCORING: /Instructor

/1) Inspects to 'see that proper Jacking procedures' area

used.

/ 2) Inspects to see that old parts.are r d properly.

V 3) Inspects to see that new parts are i alled

correctly and that alt retaining pins -and clips

are in place.
4) Inspects to see that wheel is replaced correctly.

5) Road tests vehicld for correct operation.

RECORD: View of disc brake assembly showing installaLion of

new parts.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded par s have been correctly installed.



ti

a

! BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
UNIT 14 Brakes

Z?ST ITEh: Replace brake shoe'.

UNIT/SECTION: Brake mockup.

ACTUAL TASK:
-,

TIME:

Color-coded parts must be installed to. replace opposite
color-coded parts.

4

1/2 hour - 1-1/2 hours.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) Brake shoe parts to.see that all parts arc installed

correctly.

2). Brake pedal to see that pedar-FiCight is above
accepted indicator line.

! 01

1) Front view through open drum showing ipsfallation
of new brake shoes.'

'2) View of depressed pedal.

AECORD SCORING: Color-co4F4 parts, have been correctly installed.
Depressed pedal above accepted indicator line.

RECOKD:

..

I



11:40CK 04 Chassis and Body
UNF: 14 Brakes '--

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

-54-

d

Adjust and bleed brakes.

Brake mockup.

Brake pedal bOlow accepted i0dIcatOr-1-inewhen
depressed must be returned s that depressed-edal

is above accepted indicator .ine.

1/2 hor.

SCORING: Instructor inspects
1) To see that master cylinder is full of fluid.

2) To see that depressed brake pedal is above

accepted indicator li e.

RECORD: 'Vfew of depressed brake pedal:

RECORD SCORING: Pedal heigh-is above ac epted indicator line.



'BLOCK 04 Olassis and Body
UNIT 14. Brakes

_5 r)

# 41

S

N

TEST ITEM: Turn brake drum on lathe.

)UNIT SECTION: B ake mockup.

ACTUAL TASK: . Red score on drum must be removed, but blue markifig in
groove which shows maximum depth of .060" must rema n.

TIME:

SCORING:

RECORD:

1 hour.

Instructor, inspects
1) Drum to see that red groove is removed and tlt,d

drum is left with a smooth finish.
10.

2) To see that blue maximum depth groove is

3) To see that allsafety precautions arc opservc-i
while operating lathe.

View of inside of drum.

RECORD SCORING: Red groove has been removed and blue groove is still
visible.



BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body

UNIT 14 Brakes

TEST ITEM:

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

TIME:

SCORik:

RECORD:

Replace, master cylinder.

Brake milckup/test chessis.

Color-coded part must be installed to replace opposite'

color-coded part:' .

1 hour.

Instructor inspects
!.1) All connections and mounting bolts. '

2) To see that master cylinder is full of fluid.

3) Toe board clearance, ,Which should be 1/4 to 3/8

inch.

4) Depressed brake pedal to see that height of pedal

is above accepted indicator line.

1) Top view of cylinder showing, all connections and

mounting bolts.

2) View of partially depressed pedal.

3') View of fully)depressed pedal.
4) View of open master cylinder.

RECORD SCORING: Color-coded part has been correctly installed. Partially

depressed pedal shows proper toe board cbarance; fully

depressed pedal shows height of pedal abovç accepted

indicator line. Open master cylinder indi ales fluid

level at full mark.



,BLOCK 04 Chassis and Body
'UNIT 14 Brakes

usr

UNIT SECTION:

ACTUAL TASK:

157-

Rep1a wheel cyrinder, bleed lino.

Brake mockup.

o=:Color-c9ded part 'must be installed to replace flpp ite

color-coded part.

TIME: 1 hour - 1-1/2 hours.

SCORING: Instructor insOcts
1) To see that all brake shoe parts are installed

correctly.
2) To see that wheel cylinder anti abing are instatioc

correctly.
3) To see that master cylinder is full of
4) To see that depressed brake pedal height

accepted indicator line.

1) View of front through open drum showingreyted
brake shoe parts.

2) Tap view showing wheel cylinder bolts and tubing.
3) View of depressed brake pedal.

RECOU SCORING: Color -coded part has been correctly
Depressed brake pedal IS above auce

installea.

t ed I nd tc t ,,r 1 i nu ..
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BLOCK 05 Basic Equipment and Tools

UNIT 01 .Jacking

\fEST ITEM:

UI4T SECTION: Test chassis.

!
Support vehicle akiaa stand:"

ACTU TASK: Chassis must be lifted and supporttd correctly on

four jack stands.

TIME:

SCORING:

i.

RECORD:

1/2 hOur.

Instructor inspects
1) To see that, vehicle is lifted b correct ja,Nir';

points.

2) To see that jack stands are positioned correctly
under both front and rear of chassis. r

3) To see that vehicle is.positionvd 'correctly and
safely on jack stands.

View of front :ick stands from under chassis.
View of rear jack stands from under clda$is.

RECORD SCORING: JdYk stands are in correct. position.
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.

Administration c.nd Scoring Prot lures

Perhaps the most Lucid way in which to desct ibe the, administration

and scoring procedures developed for the automob le mechanics test rea is

by example. The test material is actually a matrix of test items arranged

in one-to-one correspondence to the behavioral objectives used in the ESCOE

I

1 ,

System to describe the curriculum. The claisroom instructor identifies the

objectives upon which he wishes to test his class. Depending upon whether

the test is being used for diagnostic purposes regarding competency of an

o. individual student or for.curriculum or instructional analysis of the en-

tire class, items' parallel to the identified

the test matrix and assigned to students.

For student diagnosis, one student may e asked to spend ameek (ap-

proximately 30 hours) taking the entire Batt ry for a particular level of

jectives are chosen from

the curriculum. For instructional analysis

to take only a few items ranging across th

only one or two days (four to ten hours),

testing,\it is assumed that the test wil

equipment Ind that this equipment will

equipment uison which the students have been instructed.

several students may be asked

total curriculum and requiring

Regardless of the purpOse of

be administered on school-owned

selected for its similarity to

To illustrate the administration procedures, let us suppose that John

Doe has been assigned the test item involving replacement of a master cylin-

der. this item could be performed on either'of the proposed test-equipment

unit4 (test chassis or brake mockup) or could be performed on one of the

optional test units, depending upon the type of braking system to be tested.

In this example let us assume that the brake mockup has been selected for



.the Lest because the wheel bearing Aest Item Is: being attempted un the test.

Chassis and John is to demonstrate his skills on a standard braking system.

John is assigned the brake mockup, which has a red masterscylinder and

is equipped with a clear plastic drum so that the yellow brake shoes can be

observbd when the pedal is depressed. The unit has a'renge-marker which

indicates to the student how much peltl depression should be allowed.

After John,has checked the unit, he reports to his instructor and

checks out the replacement cylinder, which is color-coded silver. John,

replaces the master cylinder, bleeds the lines, .and tests the pedal. When

he is satisfied,Ale returns the red-coded cylinder; the instructor records

John's completion, time and goes with John to inspect ibis job. ,He che5ks

the connections and m9unting bolts, checks the fluid in the cylinder, and

depresses the brake` pedal,.

Two Polaroid pictures are taken of the unit with the brake pedal de-

pressed. The first shot shows the color of the cylinder and the height of

the pedal. If the pedal is depressed beyond the acceptable range, the stu-

dent has failed to replace. the cylinder properly. If the pedal cannot-be

depressed, too much fluid has been placed in the cylinder, potentially in-

dicating an inadequate performance on the part of the student. The second

_Polaroid shot shows the same depressed pedal but focuses upon the shoes to

indicate that they are working.

Thus the Performance has been timed and graded as to adequacy in an

objective,, permanent record form. Most of the automobile mechanics test

items are administered and scored in a similar manner.
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Field geviaw and RecommendatiOns

Due to the time limitations of the contract, the close of school, and

the time required f9r construction of on-the-scene units, only fi ld review

tgrather than fiel4 testing was conducted. Time limitations also jailed to

allow for the construction 14 more than a simply illustrative unit; however,

enough exploration was performed to assure the feasibility of constructing

units such'as tlose proposed'in this%/rreport. .Test subsettions-described to

/ l
a.group.of.five vocational educatopec tved very satisfying acceptance.

..'
...,...

, v
Field testing should definftely be conducted--but only after several

testing units are constructed..


